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Training the “multi-faceted” working dog  

By Tully Williams 

 

In “Working Sheepdogs – A practical guide to breeding, training and handling”, I 

attempted to make the case for the “all-round” dog (as far as I am concerned there is 

no other type of top quality working dog), and for the importance of “opposing traits” 

in the make up of that top quality dog.  For example, I believe it is imperative that in 

order for a dog to be a top quality worker, it must possess both heading and driving 

instincts; both distance and force; both break and the ability to block and hold 

strongly, etc. These opposing traits can seem to be mutually exclusive, however they 

are not.   

 

The best short, descriptive title I have been able to come up with to describe such a 

dog is “multi-faceted”. (After looking through the thesaurus I toyed with other 

descriptions, but “balanced worker” was confusing with the “balance” trait, and terms 

such as “two faced” or “split personality” didn’t seem to quite fit the bill!)  

 

This “multi-faceted” worker can appear completely different at different times and in 

different situations.  A good example is a young bitch I currently have, Campaspe 

Tammy (Campaspe King x Campaspe Maggie).  When she is in forcing “mode” it is 

difficult to imagine her working out 100 metres off her stock or casting around the 

fence line of a paddock. And conversely, if you see her breaking wide off wild sheep 

in some scrub and working way back off them, it is difficult to imagine that she is also 

a very strong, very forceful bitch who needs toning down at times or she can put way 

too much pressure on her stock.   

 

This “multi-faceted” worker is what I aim for when breeding the “Campaspe” 

working dogs, and the type of dog I like to work.  This is not an article about breeding 

or selection (perhaps another time), although it does touch on some relevant points, 

rather it is about how to go about training and handling such a dog that possesses 

these opposing instincts, in order to get the most out of it.  

 

When it comes to training these “multi-faceted” workers, there are definite differences 

when compared to training more “one-dimensional” dogs. (Such one-dimensional 

dogs might head, but resist driving (or vice versa), they might like to work wide but 

dislike working close, or like working close and have no concept of working wide, 

and so on.) 

 

I would much rather a dog with both sides of each coin, with these opposing instincts, 
however in certain situations it is still necessary to teach them when to use which 

instinct.  

 

Both “multi-faceted” and “one-dimensional” types of dogs present their own 

challenges and advantages to the trainer. “Multi-faceted” dogs possessing these 

opposing instincts I personally find much quicker and easier to train. This is because I 

don’t have to spend much time teaching an overly pushy, pure forcing dog to work 

wide when it really has no instinctive concept of doing that, or a pure heading dog to 

do something it instinctively resists doing and teach it to drive, or a weak, wide 

working dog to come in closer and force. (Of course, although training may be easier 
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in these areas, breeding such a dog is a far greater challenge than breeding the 

narrow-minded specialist.)  

 

 

When a dog is working, certain of these instincts or reactions will come out at certain 

times, and others at other times, depending on the triggers that set them off.   

 

Triggers 

 

I define a “trigger” as some behaviour of the livestock that causes a certain instinct or 

reaction on the dog’s part. For example, if sheep are moving quickly this is likely to 

trigger the heading instinct, or the break or wide working instinct, in a good dog. In a 

poorer dog it might trigger the shouldering and/or biting instinct. When stock are 

more sedate this might trigger the dog to fall in behind and drive, or to force.  Thus in 

some situations the stock themselves hopefully trigger the correct instinct at the 

correct time.  

 

Which instinct is triggered is entirely dependant on breeding, and this is what 

breeding is largely about – putting the correct instincts (reactions) for these various 

triggers into the dogs.   

 

However, there are various times when even though a trigger is present, we may not 

want the corresponding instinct to be applied, even in a quality dog.  

 

Breeding hopefully puts the desired instincts in, but in some situations training and 

experience are required to teach the dog WHEN to use WHICH instinct.   

 

I see three different situations: 

 

1. A trigger is present, and we DO want the corresponding instinct. 

2. A trigger is present, and we DO NOT want the corresponding instinct. 

3. No obvious triggers are present, or multiple triggers are present, and various 

instincts could be acceptable. 

   

In number 1, breeding will hopefully take care of things – this is what I believe 

“natural ability” is mostly about – breeding dogs with the best possible instincts which 

correspond to the various triggers.   

 

In numbers 2 and 3, training and experience are essential to teach the dog the best 

response for the given situation.  This is why, even with a high quality, natural 

worker, sound training and handling are still essential. Tammy wanting to force 

whenever the sheep are stationary is an example of both 1 and 2, depending on the 

situation. Many times that is exactly what we want (number 1), but there are times 

when it isn’t (number 2).  We must teach the dog a command to tell it when that 

instinct isn’t appropriate, and with experience it will learn to apply that on its own 

(provided we have sufficient authority in the dog’s mind).   

 

Number 3 might occur when the sheep are moving quietly along. The dog’s options 

could be to fall in behind the sheep and drive them, or to get around and head them.  

In various situations one or the other could be the desired response, and a dog with 
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both heading and driving instincts may not be sure which to apply.  Thus only training 

and experience will teach the dog the correct response.   

 

A poorer dog, for example a one-dimensional forcing type dog, basically has only one 

reaction for every trigger (which is why they are so easy to breed). If the sheep are 

stationary, force. If the sheep are moving quietly, force. If the sheep are running, 

force. Likewise, a one-dimensional wide working dog might react with eye and break 

and heading instinct for every trigger. In my view, the ideal dog, the multi-faceted 

dog, will have a different instinct or reaction for each of these triggers.   

 

The better the dog is, the better its instinctive reactions will be, and the better aligned 

those instincts will be with the correct triggers. 

 

However, even in the multi-faceted worker, there are still two main areas of work in 

which the instinct we do not want can be triggered, and training must teach the dog 

which instinct we require in those situations.  These two areas are forcing and casting, 

and less experienced handlers can get into trouble with a “multi-faceted” dog 

possessing high level opposing traits related to these areas. 

 

Forcing 

 

Take for example the young bitch I mentioned earlier, Campaspe Tammy. If sheep are 

flighty and runny, Tammy will break very wide and work very wide. Yet if the sheep 

are quiet and sedate, she will generally look to force and will work closely without 

breaking wide off them. The stock themselves trigger the correct, desired instinct. 

 

However she will often look to force much too strongly at times when I don’t want 

that, because the trigger to force is there (the sheep are not moving, and her instinct 

tells her to fix that) – and because she possesses such strong forcing instincts.  

 

For example I might simply want her to hold sheep loosely while I go and open the 

gate – I don’t want her to force yet, otherwise she will have the sheep so tightly held 

into the gate that I won’t be able to get at it.  As a trainer, if I don’t teach her a 

command to work wide and ease the pressure, and if I don’t have sufficient control 

and influence over her (if I wasn’t very definitely “the boss”) to cause her to take 

notice of the command, she could cause me problems. A less experienced handler 

might find her too difficult to handle in such situations, even though personally I 

appreciate greatly the fact that she possesses such strong force combined with such 

wide break and wide work.   

 

My point is that even a dog that possesses these opposing traits to a high degree still 

requires sound training and handling to get the most out of them.  

 

As discussed above, this is because there are times when a trigger is present but we do 

not want the corresponding instinct at that time.  

 

So even with a natural worker, we still need to train it to “keep off” its stock when 

that is required, because situations 2 or 3 may apply. If we don’t, and if that dog is 

allowed to force excessively, this can quickly become a bad habit (and in some cases 

ruin what could have been a good dog).  In fact, I would consider that if a dog didn’t 
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require training to “keep off” in some situations, then it probably lacks the level of 

force that a dog capable of handling any situation it comes up against must possess.   

 

The difference between the quality dog with opposing instincts, and the one without, 

is that the good dog possesses both qualities naturally – both to work wide, and to 

force.  So it is fairly easily to teach it to keep off, and when trained it will do it well. 

The dog that lacks the natural ability to work wide, and simply looks to force all the 

time, can still be taught a measure of working off its sheep, but it will always be 

difficult to teach and the results will be relatively poor. 

 

If you find your pup is getting a bit forceful, concentrate first on keeping it out wide 

and working wide – it will always come back in later on.  Conversely, with a pup that 

prefers to work wide you may need to concentrate on keeping it in close for more of 

its early training and work.  We must assess our dog and work to balance out its 

abilities through sound training and managed experiences. 

 

Keep in mind that good breeding is not a guarantee against poor handling. Given 

exactly the same, high quality, “multi-faceted” dog to train, one handler can allow it 

to become a dog that is overly forceful and pushy to the point of ruining it, another 

can turn it into one that works too wide and is very hesitant to come in. This is 

because to start with they are comfortable doing either, and therefore they can more 

easily be pushed in one direction or the other. With the same dog a good handler 

would end up with a dog with strong force and big casting and wide working abilities 

– a true all-round dog.   

 

Casting 

 

The other main area that requires careful handling in the “multi-faceted” dog is in 

casting work, whether casting long distances or simply racing to block a mob.   

 

A pure heading dog has only one thing in its mind – to get in front of the stock and to 

block them.  In some ways this makes training much easier. We know that it is always 

going to try and head the stock. On the other hand, when training the “multi-faceted” 

worker that possesses both heading and driving instincts, and casting it around some 

quiet sheep, the inexperienced or poorly trained dog might cast three quarters of the 

way around and then decide to drive the sheep across the paddock.  

 

It isn’t that the dog lacks casting ability, but simply that it has not been sufficiently 

trained to understand when driving is indicated and when it is not.  

 

Another possibility is that the trainer lacks sufficient authority to convince the dog 

that it must do it the trainer’s way, and simply ignores their command to “go back”.  

And even a huge natural casting dog, if it also possesses these “opposing” traits, must 

be progressively lengthened as its understanding grows.  Too far too fast, and you are 

likely to make a mess of the dog.   

 

Campaspe Tammy is one of the most natural casting dog I have handled (and I have 

owned a few very remarkable casting dogs), but I am still taking care to progressively 

increase her knowledge of casting, and not to put her in situations that she lacks the 

experience to handle, where she might make a mistake.  That mistake can quickly 
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become a bad habit.  And once a bad habit has started, it is much more difficult to 

eradicate.   

 

So when training your dog to cast, even if you can see that it has a high degree of 

natural ability, still progress stage by stage and increase the dog’s experience 

progressively.  

 

Habits 

 

The highly intelligent will pick up bad habits just as fast as it picks up good ones.  

This speed of learning is a huge advantage to the skilled handler, but can be a great 

liability to the less skilled! A dog that is slower learning, that requires more repetition 

to form habits, will take longer to learn what we are trying to teach, but will also take 

longer to learn bad habits, and so can be more forgiving.  The dogs some novice 

handlers think are hard to train and slow to learn, are often exactly the opposite – they 

are simply smart enough to run rings around the handler and do whatever they please, 

or they pick up a bad habit so fast the handler doesn’t even realise what has happened.   

 

I liken habits to paths through the jungle – once a new path has been cut, it is much 

more likely to be used again. And the more times that path is travelled, the smoother 

and easier the path becomes and the more likely to be used. Thus in training we aim to 

cause the dog to behave a certain way in order to cut the path we desire. The more we 

do this, the more we utilise repetition to create a strong habit, and so the wider and 

easier the path is that we create in the dog’s mind, and the more likely it is to choose 

that path in the future. And if we can also prevent any other path from ever being cut, 

we can progress our training quickly and easily. The dog will continue to use that 

well-worn path that our handling has caused it to make.  

 

But it only takes one careless mistake on our part to allow an undesirable path to be 

cut through the jungle, and then the dog is likely to slip down that new, undesirable 

path much more readily in the future, and every time it does so that path becomes 

smoother and easier.  In order to then fix that bad habit, we must prevent the dog from 

using that new path for long enough to allow the jungle to grow back again, which 

can take quite some time. Prevention is vastly superior to cure. When training, always 

strive to prevent any bad habits from occurring. 

 

The inflexible, one-dimensional worker with fewer “tools” in its “instinct toolbox” 

may only have one path it considers, so we never get that type of problem. However, 

nor do we ever get the exceptional worker that is possible with a dog possessing a full 

toolbox of “opposing traits”. When sending the “pure heading” dog to block a mob, it 

will do so easily, as that is all it considers doing.  Nothing else will ever feel 

comfortable to it. On the other hand, the dog that also possesses the driving instinct 

may stop short initially in some circumstances, if it hasn’t been well trained and given 

the right experiences to understand the job. Yet the latter, with sound handling, will 

become by far the better dog.   

 

Young dogs of the “multi-faceted” type need to learn  

when to apply which opposing instinct.  
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Many farmers, often not being keen or skilled sheepdog trainers, often prefer a dog 

that lacks a bit of heading instinct as they are easier to keep on their side of the sheep 

and drove stock along (many UK dogs are of this type also). They may never be an 

exceptional dog, but at least they will be handy for general droving work with less 

effort.  (Even some breeders advocate that dogs should not get completely to the head, 

but that is something slightly different with which I entirely disagree.)   

 

Many farmers may also prefer a dog that I would consider a bit underdone in 

“keeness”, which can be easier to get off its stock, and easier to handle in general.  

Personally I don’t like an untrained pup that comes off its sheep without needing to be 

caught and led away on a string, as I consider it lacks sufficient keenness to be trained 

to a high level in a short space of time, and is likely to lack sufficient “heart” when 

the going is tough and the pressure is on.   

 

So when training the “multi-faceted” natural worker to cast, still take care to 

progressively lengthen the cast and extend the dog’s understanding and abilities, 

slowly enough that bad habits don’t begin. And remember that dogs do not naturally 

want to please – they want to do their own thing.  Only with sound handling and 

training do they learn to want to please.  

 

Again, good breeding is not a guarantee against poor handling. 

 

Conclusion 

 

In conclusion, all dogs require training, no matter how brilliant their natural instincts 

may be. There is no such thing as a dog that doesn’t require sound training. They must 

all learn a system of communication with the handler, and must all learn what we are 

trying to do with the stock. They must also learn obedience in all situations and at any 

distance.  And they must learn when to apply which instinct. Also remember that 

there is no perfect dog – they all have some aspects that need working on.  

 

While training, if our dog makes a mess of things then we as trainers have often done 

something wrong, usually having pushed our dog too far too fast.  This will only 

make our own job much harder.  As always, make haste slowly.  However, as the old 

saying goes, you can’t make a silk purse out of sow’s ear – it is vital to have good 

quality material to work with.   

 

Obtain the best dogs you can find of the type you are after, and be prepared to take 

the time to train them well.   

 

That is the path to the top dog – quality breeding and quality training. Both aspects 

are essential.  

 
□ 

 

Note: feel free to email questions or feedback, or topics for future articles, to 

tw@campaspeworkingdogs.com 

mailto:tw@campaspeworkingdogs.com

